March 27, 1961

A wonderland awaited inside:
• Monkey Island and the Tree House
• The USS Happy Hollow paddle wheel boat
• A 40-foot long Viking lifeboat purchased from the shipyards in Benicia for $1
• Twin slides, a puppet theater, a maze, and a child-size firehouse.
• Danny the Dragon train ride circling the park on a half-mile track.

Zoo animals arrived in 1967 and the meadow was expanded in 1972. For its 15th anniversary in 1976, a single entrance was created and the Crooked House made its debut, quickly becoming one of the most popular attractions.

Throughout its 60-year history, Happy Hollow Park & Zoo has become a part of childhood in the Bay Area — while also “growing up” itself. Accreditation from the Association of Zoos & Aquariums was granted in 1993. This was followed in 2008 by a two-year $72 million renovation, which revitalized the park and zoo, updating the magic for new generations of Silicon Valley families who longed for an outdoor, nature-focused adventure in the heart of one of America’s largest cities.

Here’s to you on your 60th birthday, Happy Hollow — may your magic continue to captivate for decades to come!
Dear friends of Happy Hollow Park & Zoo,

Most annual reports are merely a book of lists. But in this case, it’s also a story about people.

People who worked tirelessly to keep our animals safe, healthy and active, who reinvented the Happy Hollow experience in a COVID-safe manner, and who — with smiling eyes above their masks — welcomed back eager guests after our doors were closed for eight months.

People who attended our “Walk Through the Zoo” experience, who brought their kids to summer camps, and who bought memberships even while the park and zoo were closed.

And, of course, people who gave. Young people, not-so-young people, and everyone in between. People who’ve been giving to us for years, and people who donated for the very first time. There were even 72 people who donated multiple times throughout the year!

If you see yourself in those stories, thank you. You fueled our good news during a difficult year. And this Annual Report is our salute to you, the people who believe in Happy Hollow’s mission to connect people to nature through play — and who remained steadfast in your support, even during a pandemic.

In November, I brought my kids to Happy Hollow for our first visit since COVID-19 upended the world. And the joy we felt that day drove home how being outdoors, caring for animals and soaking up nature are essential to our own health and well-being.

Thank you for believing in this magical place (which is celebrating 60 years in 2021!) and for ensuring that Happy Hollow will thrive for generations to come. We can’t wait to welcome you back to our happy little corner of San Jose.

Amy Pizarro
Executive Director
Happy Hollow Foundation
apizarro@happyhollow.org
A Look back ...

While the gates were closed and the park sat all but empty for much of the year, life marched on at Happy Hollow. Here’s the news that kept our spirits up in 2020:

- Throughout the temporary closure, the animal care team was on-site daily to tend to our beloved animals — some of whom were bewildered by the empty park! Those animals were treated to extra enrichment, additional training and social time with adoring staff.

- The City of San José’s Parks, Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department coordinated countywide food distribution efforts, and Happy Hollow staff members were redeployed to deliver meals to seniors and families in need.

- The Puppet Castle Theater and Education teams created content for a new Virtual Recreation website, allowing children everywhere to learn and enjoy our offerings online.

- In April, a new black and white ruffed lemur was born: Welcome to the world, Koa! Watch this video to learn more about Koa and why her birth is so important — not just to Happy Hollow, but for this critically endangered species.

- Our Parma wallaby family expanded by three, with babies born in January, August and May!

- Thanks to hardworking volunteers, more than 1,400 pounds of honey were harvested from Happy Hollow’s apiary in the spring. Proceeds from honey sales support mountain gorilla conservation efforts at Virunga National Park in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

- Happy Hollow staff developed “Walk Through the Zoo,” a COVID-safe way for guests to return to Happy Hollow to visit the animals in both our lower and upper zoos.

- Happy Hollow offered COVID-modified summer camps for children in the zoo, theater and puppetry, and is providing free in-person, afterschool educational programming for students from qualified families during the 2020-2021 virtual school year.

- Happy Hollow Foundation purchased technology that allowed the Zoo Education team to reinvent its programming on a virtual platform. These “classes” provide a unique opportunity for kids to closely inspect the opposable thumbs of an opossum or the burnished thorax of a Madagascar Hissing Cockroach.
... and a Look ahead!

And then we turned the page to 2021! Here are a few Happy Hollow improvements and enhancements we can’t wait to show you:

• Our African Spurred tortoise, Kengele, is enjoying a renovated exhibit that features a new nighthouse, a waterfall and more room to roam.

• Say hello to Ally, a new red ruffed lemur who arrived from the Nashville Zoo as part of the Species Survival Plan, which authorized a breeding recommendation with our male, Razoky.

• Parrot Island was relocated to make room for an expansion of the peccary exhibit. This is important because after our elderly girl Eloise passes, the plan is to transition to Chacoan peccaries, which are endangered and part of a Species Survival Plan. (Collared peccaries like Eloise are not.) Happy Hollow is proud to play a role in the protection of yet another endangered species.

• In the reimagined Backyard Habitat you can wander through pollinator friendly gardens, enjoy themed, sensory-friendly play structures and multilingual education signage. Look for the Waggle Dance, which was created by Alex Baeckler, Happy Hollow Foundation’s youth board member last year. Kaiser Permanente is the proud sponsor of this hopscotch-meets-hokey-pokey interactive, where adults and youngsters can learn together how to communicate like bees!

• Thank you to San Jose Water for sponsoring the transformation of the Pacific Fruit Express roller coaster into a ride that reflects San Jose’s roots as the “Valley of Heart’s Delight.” See if your kiddos can spot the newly painted water tower, historic farm equipment and oversized colorful fruit! And don’t forget to snap a photo with the Kelley Park Express train, which is now on display next to the roller coaster. This lil’ engine — which ran through Kelley Park for more than 20 years from 1978-1999 — is a ¼-scale reproduction of the South Pacific Coast Railroad’s Baldwin manufactured wood-burning steam engine.
Nine-year-old Brandon Ho of Sunnyvale was so touched by a recent email from Happy Hollow Foundation about how the zoo animals are faring during the COVID-19 pandemic that he asked his parents to make a $100 donation.

His parents had suggested that instead of relying on others, Brandon should “put his money where his mouth is.” The boy didn’t even hesitate to offer his entire savings of $100, which he had saved to buy toys and games.

“We were heartened by his generosity,” said Brandon’s dad, David, who along with his wife, Ina, decided to match the donation. They also submitted a request for a matching donation from their employer. “Brandon was super excited to see his impact being tripled.”

Even as the world shifts and shudders due to COVID-19, heartening stories like Brandon’s are everywhere — and maybe it’s no surprise that for Happy Hollow, some of the best anecdotes feature young people.

When Beni Seballos of Santa Clara showed her 6-year-old daughter Sam a Happy Hollow email featuring a photo of the new lemur pup, Sam insisted her family had to do something to help.

“Not that I needed any prodding,” Beni said. “Happy Hollow is dear to us. We spent many weekends there when Sam was between the ages of 3 and 5. We even bought passes for two of our neighbor kiddos so I could bring them with us. So when we saw the story of Happy Hollow’s newest addition, it was an easy decision to give.”

Another donation came from 16-year-old Kaaya Sharma of San Jose, a volunteer in Happy Hollow’s ZooTeen program. Kaaya not only made a generous gift to the foundation — she set up a recurring monthly donation to keep the support coming, and all this money comes from her pet-sitting business.

“I have so many sweet memories of this place since childhood. I was lucky and fortunate to have Happy Hollow near my home while growing up. It was time to give back to a place that gave me so much.”

“I’ve been donating part of my profits to animal rescue agencies for some time, and Happy Hollow was the next natural step,” Kaaya said. “I have so many sweet memories of this place since childhood. I was lucky and fortunate to have Happy Hollow near my home while growing up. It was time to give back to a place that gave me so much.”

During the COVID-19 crisis, the outpouring of generosity and love from Happy Hollow donors, members and lifelong fans has been remarkable. People have sent adorable photos. They told touching and amusing stories. And many proudly shared that after making memories with their own children at Happy Hollow, they now get to experience this special place all over again with their grandkids.

“It is incredibly uplifting to be reminded how much Happy Hollow is cherished,” said Amy Pizarro, Executive Director of Happy Hollow Foundation. “More than ever I want to get to the other side of this crisis so we can open the gates and welcome back the guests who truly bring this place to life.”
Thank you

In grateful recognition of people and organizations that support Happy Hollow Foundation.

INDIVIDUALS

$10,000 or more
Lissa Kreisler
Linda Lee Lester
Jean and Ren Renzel
Marianne and Carl Salas

$5,000 to $9,999
Tracy and Gregg Baeckler
Donna and Jeff Boss
Rouviere and Ben de Waal
Jennifer and Alan Hoefer
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Karen Strobach and Ron Cali
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Tze Chang Ng
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Leanne Bernhardt and John Bernstein
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Debbie Bylina
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Esther and Sian-Tek Chen
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Gretchen and F. Matthew DiNapoli
Betty Duong and Khai Nguyen
Justin Fairchild
Shellie and David Fry
Stephanie and Michael Fujii
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Laura Henderson and Jason Silva
Samantha and Henry Herman
Cayce Hill and Joseph Zullo
Stephen Hines
Maia Hoover and Conrad Shultz
Francisco Imai
Kristine Kelly and Arthur Gleckler
Nadia and Mark Kilgore
Korin and Douglas King
Wanda Kownacki
Lori and John Manfroy
Melissa and Jared Miller
Jason Molenda
Sandra Moll and Rick Holden
Melinda and Philip Nemec
Cindy and Rob Newberry
Amy and Sal Pizarro
Jennifer and David Pousho
Candy Ramiro
Jenny Ren and Bill Tuttle
Jennifer and Brian Rodrigues
Adi and Guy Rom
Sonya Schaefer and Phil Smith
Karl Schramm
Debbie and Nathan Schultz
Jennifer and Jeremy Seeba
Kaaya Sharma
Meredith and Drew Smith
Karen and Maz Songerwala
Jeremy Stober
Linda Tsai and John Ryan
Lisa Tsai
Ronda and Tony Vierra
Rhonda and Jimm Vosburgh
Shannon and Daniel Winter
Janne and William Wissel
Penelope Wright and Paul Friesen

$250 to $999
Sheryl Allen
Bryan Archell
Claire Baylis
Brian Block
Jeffrey Blum
Cindy and Roger Boucher
Reena and Michael Brilliot
Meghan and Michael Burns
Elisa Camahort Page
Sandra and Jay Castellano
Estella Chan and Brian Jackson
Rose Chang
Josephine Choi
Audrey and Ray Clark
Barbara Coats
Kathryn Coll
Sandi and Richard Conniff
April Dana and Jeremiah Anderson
Kimberley DeHart-Vickers
Chris and Gene del Pilar
Theresa DeLorenzo
Marc Douat
Jennifer and Leonard Dulski
Laurie Elliot
Kerry Enzensperger
Edith and Jeff Fisher
Brigitte Frenay and Craig Ekiss
Patricia Gilpin
Mary Gottschalk and Paul Lukes
Ritu and Jayesh Goyal
Kimberly and Brad Guzules
Molly Haley
Anne Halkedis and John Pettit
Eric Han
David Ho
Li-Sha Huang
Elizabeth and Russell Johnson
Marilyn Johnson
Marilyn Keelan
Suzanne Khan
Volodymyr Kulishov
Watson Lee
Don Lewis
Ginny and Mark Lockhart
John Maasberg
Tammy McCrory and Ken Mignosa
Kaycee McNiel-Elder
Katie and Chris Metzger
Wendy Mines and Eleanor Sue
Michelle and James Murphy
Laura Nakashima and Stephen Broccoli
Teresa O’Kane and Scott Soper
Leslie Partridge
Lucy and Gerald Pousho
Karen Prince
Robert Quattlebaum
Annabelle Resch
Judy Rookstool and Bob Leininger
Susan Ruscigno
Kimberly and Alan Schauer
Amy Schiff
Lisa and Erik Schoennauer
Beni Seballos and Eric Goldlust
Kay and Gary Shara
Michael Shumate
William Siegrist
Becky Smith and Andy DeBaets
Heidi and Robert Smith
Laura and Russell Smith
Sally and Bill Souders
Mary Stenseth
Carmen and Larry Stone
Kathleen and Craig Sutherland
Margaret Tamisiea and Steve Dakin
Chris Thomassian
Charlene and Gerry Uenaka
Nancy and Gary Weiss
Andrew Weamer
Michele and Steve Wymer
Susan and Frank Yaeger
Nancy Zheng

Up to $249
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Catherine Aftandilian
Beth and Timothy Agnew
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Emily Ah Sing
Richard Ajluni
Nameera Akhtar
Charles Alexander
Mary Allendorph
Gillian Altieri
Jane Alvarado
Tamara Alvarado
Helen Amick
Adonna Amoroso
Doug Anderson
Paula and Dennis Anderson
Katie Angaran
Anonymous
Christina Ansel
Patricia Appelquist
Katie and David Arken
Chelsea Ashton
Edith and Jon Bader
Rebecca Baeza
Teresa Barnea
Mary Beam
Dolan Beckel
Jessie and Travis Becker
Eileen and Jim Beckley
Ann and George Beers
Lorna and Merle Beghtel
Dominik Behr
Anu Bhagwat Damegunta
Steve Biakanja
Larry Bjork
Jessica Blay
Andree Blevins
Gayle Boxill
Marie Boxill
Alice and Frank Bracken
Samantha and Arik Broman
Delbert Brown
Tom Brown
Alison and Jeremy Buchanan
Mary and Daniel Button
William Byrnes
Ann Marie Cady
Oscar Calhoun
Charlene Cambaliza
Jeannine Carlberg
Anne Cassell
Cristian Castillo
Karen Cate
Pia Chamberlain
Connie Chan
Jason Chan
Marie Channa
Alice Chen
Erica Chen
Ye and Ben Chen
Laurel Cheng
Susan and Earl Cherne
Janine Chew Davis
Lylly Chiu
Cindy Chow
Wendy Christopherson
Christine Clifford
Vanessa and Eugene Climaco
Sarah Clish
Denise Cole
Tim Coleman
Trish and Gene Cook
Katie Cooney
Gay Crawford
Greg Crider
GeorgiaCrowder
Linda Kay Damico
Susan and Edward Darland
Carrie Davis
Martie Degutis
Fernando Delgadillo
Theresa and Dario Della Maggiore
Lynn Dobson
Charlotte Doudell
Lauren Doyle
Denise Dressler
Brent Drygas
Karen and Brian Drygas
Vicki Duffley
Julia Dyer
Sara Elman
Suzanne Elnaggar
Jim Eppen
Maya Esparza
Karen Espitia
Elizabeth and Matt Evans
Danielle Fairbairn
E. John Feig
Stephanie and Thomas Fernane
Ronaele Findley
Joyce Fisher
Sharon Fong and Wesley Lau
Alana Forrest
Lesley Fox
Mary Francis
Angelina Franks
Lynn Freeret
Michael Fuller
Michael Galloway
Teresa and Hector Gamboa
Sarah and Daniel Garcia
Alana Garibaldi
Marjorie and Peter Gaudio
Virginia Gelczis and Mitchell Diamond

David Ginsborg
Nancy and Michael Gondron
Margaret Goodman
Margo and Richard Gorini
Christine Gould
Charlotte Graham
Karla Gran
Cheryl Guerrero
Ather Haidri
Michael Halleck
Sheryl and Richard Haller
Olivia and Donald Hand
Leslie Harbaugh
R. and D. Harbrecht
Dolores Hawke
Barbara Hawley
Judith and David Hayden
Jennifer Hayden
Steve Hayes
Leslie and Ronald Hay
Eva and John Healey
Charlene Henley
Katie and Russell Heredia
Wesley Herchhorn
Linda and John Herschbach
Steven Higaki
Katherine Hill
Mel Boone Hindenes
Min-Che Ho
Joshwyn Hong
Justine Hoover
Francine Hopkins
Linda Howlett
Christina Huang
Michelle Husain
Laura Ing
Judith Ingols
Miriam Intrator
Caitlin Jacob
Cortney Jansen
Rebekah Jensen
Patricia Jiang
Melina Johnson
Eileen Jonas
Emily and Brandon Jones
Sandi Juliano
Lauren Katzive and Glenn Wheatland
Mary Kayser
Barbara and Austin Kilburn
Jenny Kim
Cathy and Kevin Kimball
Marika Krause
Melanie Krueger
Jeff Kusnitz
Elena Lamburn
Annie Larks
Bar Bartlenaga
Syma Latif
Ed Lau
Lara Leavitt
Brandon Lee
Michelle Lenchanko
Julie Leon-Guerrero
Wing Shan Ribi Leung
Agnieszka Lewandowska
Jane Li
Lucy Li
Xin Li
Jennifer and Ronald Lind
Steven Linder
Robert Lloyd
Individuals, continued

Sarah and Jero Lomeli  
Monica Lucero  
Amy Lyn  
Linda and John Macchi  
Andrea Maes  
Jennifer Malhotra  
Rose Mallow  
Natalie Mandelin  
Kara Mandujano  
Judy and André Marais  
Fred Martinez  
Daniel Martinez  
Augustina Matsui  
Susan and Glenn Mau  
Susan McAllister  
Barbara McChesney  
Kiersten McCormick  
Michael McFaden  
Patricia and Randy McNeil  
Lucy McProud and Robert Bogdanoff  
Marisa Melo  
Jennifer Merriam  
Janet Merriam  
Bonnie Michalek  
Erik Mikkelsen  
Bev Miller  
Carol and Bryan Miller  
Joyce and Robert Miller  
Katherine Miller  
Barbara Minneti  
Lianne Mintz  
Rosemarie and Barry Mirkin  
Leah Molinari-Jones  
Nora Monette  
Colleen and Ted Moore  
Henry Morado  
James Morales  
Tina Morrill  
Jack Nadeau  
Julie Netzloff  
Laurel Nissen  
Emily O’Connell  
Julie Oborny  
Mike Olson  
Shelley Opsal  
Christina Otayco  
Joan Paik  
Debbie and Keith Pardue  
Mary and Randy Parker  
Anne and Larry Parks  
Katherine Paulsen  
Jaime Perez  
Chris Pettigrew  
Linda and Joseph Pfahl  
Megan Piano Rhodes  
Joan Pineda  
Elizabeth and Terrence Plette  
Mary Ann Poulos  
Anna Pousho  
Jingxin Qian  
Cecilia Quick  
Krishna Rajagopal  
Richard Ramondo, Jr.  
Barbara Rebillot  
Jocelyn Redman  
Robert Reeves  
Barbara Rigdon  
Jeanne Risso-Sellgren  
Mary Ann Roa  
Marilyn Roaf  
Susan Roberts  
Louise Robinson  
Tom Ronco  
Elizabeth Roselman  
Davida Rosenbaum  
Lori and Gino Rossi  
Brad Rowland  
Patricia Ruscher  
Mark Ryan  
Alicia Sanders  
Clea Sarnquist  
Melissa Sasaki  
Carol Savoy  
Jean Schaffert  
Andrew Schorr  
Marcella and Mark Schroeder  
Max Schultz  
Robert Jan Schutten  
Scott Seaman  
Shirley and Garry Sellers  
Oscar Serna  
Leslie and David Serrano  
Brooke Shaw and Kelly Hattey-Shaw  
Virginia Shea  
Serena Shinayer  
Casey Shook  
Olena Shyshkova  
Robert Simon  
Kandisa Skaff  
Lonna and Michael Smith  
Madeleine Smith  
Steve Snell  
Joycelyn Sprague  
Pamela St-Pierre  
Connie Stanley  
Karin Stein  
J.M. and M.W. Steinke  
Jonathan Streete  
Vicki Strickland  
Susan Suffel  
Sylvia Sundholm  
Cyndee Sutherland  
Carol Tao-Petersen and Kurt Petersen  
Sandra Tatum  
Howard Taub  
Alicyn Teeple  
Melissa Teger  
Michael Thiel  
Kathleen Thomas  
Robin Tracy  
Sharon and Ben Tsukiji  
Sherri Tucker  
Gauri and Rohini Vaidya  
Alison and Frank van Diggelen  
George Varghese  
Constance and Dabay Villarin  
Wendy Volpati  
Sejali Vora  
Carolyn Wadley  
Kim Walsh  
Linda Wang  
Yunmiao Wang  
Lisa Wangsness  
Zita Wenzel  
Danielle Wheatley  
Karen White  
Elizabeth Wilcox  
Margaret Wilkes  
Barbara Williams and John Comiskey  
James Williams  
Margaret Wilmer  
Rachel and Jon Wilner  
Katie and James Wood  
Lynn Wright  
Tiffany Wurr  
Joan Yee  
Avi Yotam  
Patricia and Arthur Yotsuya  
Johanna Young  
Michael Young  
Erin Zalbin  
Blage Zelalich and Sergio Carabarín  
Carolyn and Brian Zelina  
Jessica Zenk and Kevin Armstrong  
Jing Zhai  
Anni Zhang  
Daisy Zhang  

YOUTH DONORS

Tarynn Gibbs  
Girl Scouts of Northern California  
Troop 61192  
Brandon Ho  
Sonja Johnson  
Miramonte Christian School  
8th grade class  
Alex Pizarro  
Mia Pizarro  
Kaaya Sharma  

TRIBUTE DONATIONS

Nameera Akhtar, dedicated to  
Idris and Ibrahim  
Claire Bayli, on behalf of The Rose  
Garden/Downtown 2015 Playgroup - Las Madres Neighborhood Playgroups  
Ron Cali, in honor of Lissa Kreisler  
Connie Chan, on behalf of all the families who love HH  
Tim Coleman, dedicated to  
Derek Coleman  
Katie Cooney, dedicated to Amy Pizarro and HH Staff. Thank you for caring.  
Carrie Davis, on behalf of the Davis Family  
Laurie Elliot, in honor of Michael Lee, animal lover  
Kerry Enzensperger, in honor of Alex Baeckler  
Karen Espitia, dedicated to  
William Jennings  
Leslie Harbaugh, on behalf of Allen Takeuchi  
Samantha and Henry Herman, on behalf of Walter and Ira Herman  
Katherine Hill, in honor of my fun-loving mother  
Stephen Hines, on behalf of Karuna Hines and family  
Judith Ingols, dedicated to Bob Furtado  
Miriamb Infrante, in honor of Jonah Jacoby's happy 6th birthday  
John and Cindy Cook Family Foundation, in honor of The Joe Thornton Family  
Mary Kayser, in honor of Jimm Vosburgh  
Jeff Kusnitz, dedicated to Birgit Kalvelage  
Brandon Lee, on behalf of Michael Lee  
Steven Linder, in honor of my mother, Rosalind  
Sarah and Jero Lomeli, dedicated to Jennifer Pousho
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Information reflects the fiscal year ending June 30, 2020.

**Income**
- **Individuals** $350,707
- **Corporations** $148,656
- **Grants** $114,528
- **Events** $48,958
- **In-kind** $17,304

**Expenses**
- **Program** $370,767
- **Conservation** $104,301
- **Management and Administrative** $51,473
- **Fundraising** $62,270
- **Exhibits and Rides** $57,497

**TOTAL: $646,308**

**Tribute donations, continued**

Monica Lucero, in honor of Finn Menezes
Monica Lucero, dedicated to Gil Lucero
Melissa Lummis, on behalf of Uncle Gene and Chris del Pilar
Augustina Matsui, dedicated to DH Rasweiler
Susan McAllister, in honor of Isaac Schuster
Patricia and Randy McNeil, dedicated to Kaycee McNeil — the child in all of us!
Marisa Melo, in honor of Mr. Kirk Walukiewicz
Barbara Minneti, dedicated to CASA
Leah Molinari-Jones, on behalf of CASA
Emily O’Connell, in honor of Child Advocates of Silicon Valley
Teresa O’Kane and Scott Soper, dedicated to our global family
Debbie and Keith Pardue, for Jason, Laura & Momo
Chris Pettigrew, dedicated to Amy Pizarro
Anna Pousho, in honor of Jen Pousho
Lucy and Gerald Pousho, dedicated to Jennifer Pousho
Karen Prince, dedicated to all the people who are keeping Happy Hollow safe until we can visit again!
Marilyn Roaf, dedicated to my cat, Lemur
Davida Rosenbaum, dedicated to Stanley Rosenbaum
Beni Seballos and Eric Goldlust, dedicated to the white ring tailed lemur pup!
Serena Shnayer, dedicated to my mom
Heidi and Robert Smith, in honor of Kendra Smith
Steve Snell, in honor of someone I admire greatly, Lissa Kreisler
Joycelyn Sprague, dedicated to the Happy Hollow staff
Vicki Strickland, dedicated to Connor Strickland
Karen Strobach, dedicated to Lissa Kreisler
Melissa Teger, dedicated to Samuel Teger
Chris Thomassian, on behalf of Sienna, Gwenyth and Landon

**IN MEMORIAM**

Emily Ah Sing, in memory of Koa Pagan
Jane Alvarado, in memory of Koa Pagan
Audrey and Ray Clark, in memory of Kathryn Ann Clark Ryan
Don Lewis, in memory of Dorothy Lewis
Candy Ramiro, in memory of Trinidad Castrence
Kelly Simcox and Mark O’Hara, in memory of Pat Coleman

**COMPANIES AND FOUNDATIONS**

Thank you to these companies and foundations that invested in Happy Hollow Park & Zoo programs, events and exhibits.

**$10,000 and above**
- Dabay Villarin, in honor of Ciena Villarin and our future generations
- Kim Welsh, dedicated to support CASA volunteers and youth
- Patricia and Arthur Yotsuya, in honor of Elena Seto
- Del Grande Dealer Group
eBay
GreenWaste Recovery
Johanson & Yau Accountancy
Republic Urban Properties
Tech CU

**$1,000 to $2,499**
- Adobe
- Brownlee Foundation
- Cloudera Foundation
- Compass Collective
- Manny & Cecile Hernandez Charitable Foundation
- ServiceNow
- Stager Construction
- The Schoennauer Company
- Toyota Financial Services
- Walmart Foundation

**$250 to $999**
- HMH Engineers
- Netflix
- Silver Lake Technology Management LLC

**Up to $249**
- Amazon Smile
- Cisco Systems
- Dell EMC
- Duke University
- IBM International Foundation
- Johnson & Johnson
- Le-Pham Family Charitable Fund
- LinkedIn
- Nutanix
- OTC Global Foundation
- Paypal Giving Fund
- Sobrato Family Foundation
- Symantec
- ThermoFisher Scientific
- VMware

These lists reflect gifts made between Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 2020. If you are interested in supporting Happy Hollow Foundation, contact Amy Pizarro, Executive Director, at apizarro@happyhollow.org.
In 2020, Happy Hollow Foundation — finding itself in the position virtually all nonprofits and businesses faced in light of the COVID-19 pandemic — was forced to reimage its plans for the year, especially after canceling its annual fundraising event.

Instead we invited you to support The Happiest Auction on Earth, the foundation's first-ever online auction to raise money for Happy Hollow Park & Zoo. And it was a wild success, for which we are so grateful!

THANK YOU for your bids, your donations and your love on social media. (You can still enjoy our videos about conservation, education and play!) Thank you to the sponsors, listed below, who embraced this new direction. Thank you to all of you who love and believe in Happy Hollow, which has brought immeasurable joy and wonder to Bay Area families for nearly six decades.

p.s. The Happiest Auction on Earth will return in 2021 — stay tuned for details!

**The Happiest Auction on Earth 2020 Sponsors**

**Gold**
Star One Credit Union

**Silver**
Ron Cali  *In honor of Lissa Kreisler*
Lissa Kreisler
San Jose Water
Water Works Engineering
West Valley Construction

**Bronze**
California Bank of Commerce
Del Grande Dealer Group
GreenWaste Recovery
Johanson & Yau
Lewis and Tibbitts Inc.
Charlie McCollum
Republic Urban Properties
Tech CU
Kirk Walukiewicz, CPA

**2020 Auction Packages**

Family Photos on our Colorful Carousel • "Endless" Roller Coaster Ride • Busy with the Bees Beekeeping Adventure • "Princess Bride" Movie Night at the Castle • Danny's Wine Train • Zookeeper for a Day • Behind the Scenes Experiences with: Capybara, Giant Anteaters, Jaguars, Lemurs, Meerkats
Thank You TO OUR DREAMBUILDERS

Danny the Dragon’s Dreambuilders are Happy Hollow Foundation’s closest partners — donors who invest in Happy Hollow with annual gifts of $1,000 or more, directly supporting the foundation’s work in conservation, education and play at Happy Hollow Park & Zoo.

Dreambuilders enjoy unique benefits at every level, including memberships, day passes, special event invitations, exclusive exhibit previews and behind-the-scenes access.

Interested in becoming a Dreambuilder?
Visit happyhollow.org/dreambuilders for more information, or contact Executive Director Amy Pizarro at apizarro@happyhollow.org or 408-277-3498.